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Riverboat radio show pioneers new genre  
Three friends create stories shaped by real adventure  

in riverboat floating down the Mississippi 
 

Mississippi River, May 30th - This summer three friends will travel 2,000 miles down the 
Mississippi River, recording musicians and crafting a genre-bending radio serial: The River Signal. 
The show, which will weave music into a fictional narrative produced on a paddlewheel 
riverboat, will broadcast weekly beginning in June as the crew make their way from the Twin 
Cities to New Orleans.  
 
The brainchild of radio producer Galen Huckins, author Brian Benson and musician Reid Lustig, 
The River Signal  will feature musical performances recorded right on the bow of the boat, but the 
story is of another world entirely. The trio will let the adventure shape their narrative, a tale of a 
post-apocalyptic world where the Mississippi is “the last American highway” – in the words of 
Benson, “a sort of vibrant dystopia.”  
 
“Things just look and sound different when you’re on the river,” said Benson. “If you’re telling a 
story from that perspective, it kind of makes sense to set it in an alternate reality.” In this way, the 
trio aims to weave their experiences on the river into a new genre of travel story – something far 
from traditional journalism that captures how subjective all travel stories can be.  
 
Recording and broadcasting radio during a long river voyage will be no easy task, particularly 
when the terrain is unfamiliar and the river is full of barges, breakwaters and other obstacles. 
“There will be no shortage of close calls and hijinks out on the river,” says Lustig. “And since the 
plot and sounds of The River Signal will be shaped by our trip, the drama will be built right in.”   
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The friends aren’t strangers to boat-based radio. In 2013, Huckins launched the Steam Radio 
Syndicate, a radio collective based out of a 150-foot, WWII steam warship. They’ve since been 
broadcasting live shows from the decks of the ship, featuring local musicians, authors, and 
storytellers. (www.steamradiosyndicate.com). 
 
The crew is working on final repairs to the Channel Princess, the thirty-three-foot riverboat the 
three will call home for the summer, before trucking the vessel to Minnesota in June. The show 
will air until their September finale in New Orleans, or, Huckins says, “until we sink. But we’re 
hoping we don’t sink.”  
 
For more information about The River Signal, visit the website (The River Signal Website) and 
check out the introduction video here.  
 
* * * 
 
Galen Huckins is a composer and radio producer. He lives on the Channel Princess and organizes 
the Steam Radio Syndicate. 
 
Brian Benson is the author of GOING SOMEWHERE. He lives on a steam warship and teaches at 
the Attic Institute. 
 
Reid Lustig is a musician and woodworker living in Portland, where he builds custom banjos.  
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